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In this paper we model the U.S. economy parsimoniously in an atheoretic state space
representation. We use monthly data for thirteen macroeconomic variables. We treat the
federal deficit as a proxy for fiscal policy and the Fed Funds rate as a proxy for monetary
policy arid use each ofthem as control (exogenous) variables, and designate the restas state
variables. The output (measured) variableis the growth rate of quarterly real GDP which we
interpolate to obtain amonthly equivalent. We specifyalinear relation between state variables
and implicitly allow for time variation of the relationship by using a recursiveleast squares
(RLS) with forgetting factor algorithm to estimate thecoefficients. The model coefficients are
also estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS) and theresulting forecasts (in-sample and
out-of-sample) are compared. The RLS algorithm performs better in the out-of-sample
forecasts, particularly for those statevariables which exhibit the greatest cyclical variations.
Variables which had greater stability were forecasted more precisely with OLS estimated
parameters.
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The forecasting arena is a treacherous one. Mostforecastersrecognize the futility of
accurate short runforecasts in the context ofstochastic modelswhenrandom shocks arejust that
- random. Structural models steeped in the fundamentals ofsupply and demand equilibriaand
rational agentsprovide comfort but no greater accuracy thanatheoretic models. Despite clamors
to ground macroeconomicmodels firmly in microeconomic principles, it is a great leapoffaith,
on a path strewnwith assumptions regarding aggregation, to get from microeconomic decisions
to the aggregateeconomy. Equilibrium analysis - a must in the long run - provides limited
information on the dynamic pathbetween equilibriain the presence ofstochastic disturbances.
Inparticular, several dynamic models may be observationallyequivalent in the steady state with
radicallydifferent transient dynamics. Inan environment suchas thisit is best to tread lightly.
A policy makermust sift current datato determine the long rundirection ofthe economy
as a guideto policy. Policy decisions can havethe unintended consequence ofamplifyingthe
volatility ofthe economyifimplemented injudiciously. As a result,the datamust be filteredto
decipher whether current conditions reflectnatural short runperturbations around the equilibrium
pathor a permanentdeviation from equilibrium. The problembecomes one ofsignal extraction.
The low sampling frequency ofmacroeconomic datafurtherexacerbates this already tenuous and
intractable exercise.
One philosophical approachto the problem is simplicity. Some analysts using very little
theory appearto predict financial markets in the shortrun as well or better than sophisticated
models. But danger liesahead whenobserved changes in fundamentals go unrecognizedbecause
ofignoranceoftheoretical foundations.
2Intuition suggeststhat in a macroeconomic environment key relationships among
aggregate variables change over time forvarious reasons suchas the Lucas critique or
compositional effects ofheterogeneity. Tracking time-varying systems is a fundamental problem
in control engineering and signalprocessing. One method usedin these situations is recursive
estimation algorithms which update estimates as newinformation is received. The optimal
algorithm depends on the wayin which the system varies over time. Ljung and Gunnarsson
(1990) provide a surveyand tutorial ofrecursiveidentification algorithms.
One suchalgorithm is the recursive least squares (RLS) with exponentialforgetting
factor. The effectofthis algorithm is to reduce the weightofpast errors by a specified discount
factor. Iftheparameters arebelieved to vary slowly relativeto the frequency ofthe data (as
opposedto random switchingbetween states, forexample), thenthe RLS algorithm with
exponentialforgetting implicitly adjusts over time. Webelieve that time variation in macro
relationships, especially those producedby compositional effects is likely to be slow. In
estimating the forecast model we usethe RLS with exponential forgetting method and ordinary
least squares (OLS)estimation forthe parameter estimates and compare the results ofout-of-
sample forecasts using eachestimate.
Ourcore model is a linear state space representationwith control (exogenous) variables.
We compare threescenarios: one using the Fed Funds rate set by the Federal Reserve as
exogenous, anotherusing the smoothed monthly deficit, and the third using both as exogenous.
The results indicate thatthe out-of-sample forecasts ofthe state variables using the recursive
least squares estimation method had lower root mean squared errors on average thanthose using
the ordinary leastsquares. Inparticular, variables with visible business cycle frequency
3fluctuations were forecasted with greater accuracy using the recursive least squares with a
forgetting factor set at business cycle frequency. Forecasts ofGDP growthrates using the state
space model performedwell compared to otherpopularforecasts. The model performance is
especially commendable whenwe use RLS estimates ofthe transition equation parameters and
OLS estimates ofthe output equation parameters in obtaining the forecasts.
LITERATURE REVIEW
This paper incorporates several modeling concepts: State space representation,
forecasting quarterly variables using monthly data, time varyingparameter estimation, and
exogenous control variables. Theexercise is primarily one ofapplication ratherthan
introduction ofnewtechniques. However a reviewofsome ofthe literature in each concept is in
order.
State space representation:
State space (SS) representation has been widely usedin the control theory literature since
the 1960s because it lends itself easilyto extracting information regarding the stability ofthe
system under study and methodsofeffecting optimal control. Aoki (1990), and Mittnik (1990),
have contributed to increased use ofthe SS representation in economic analysis. As a pointof
departure, a reviewofthe basic definitions, taken from Ogata (1970 ) and consistent with SS
representations in all disciplines, are given below.
State. The state ofa dynamic system is the smallest setofvariables
(called state variables) suchthat theknowledge ofthese variables at t=
together with the input (or control variable -defined below) fort> t0,
4completely determines the behavior ofthe system forany time t> t0.
Thus, the stateofa dynamic system attime t is uniquely determinedby the
state attime t0 and the input for t> t0, and it is independentofthe state and
input before t0. Note that, in dealing with lineartime-invariant systems,
weusually choose the reference time t0 to be zero.
State variables. Thestate variables ofa dynamic system are the smallest
set ofvariables which determine the stateofthe dynamic system. Ifat
leastn variables x1(t), x2(t),. .., x~(t) are neededto completely describe
the behaviorofa dynamic system (suchthat oncethe input is givenfor
t> t0 and the initial state at t = t0 is specified, the future state ofthe system
is completely determined), thensuch n variables x1(t), x2(t), ..., x~(t) are a
set ofstate variables. Note that the statevariables need not be physically
measurable orobservable quantities. Practically, however,it is convenient
to choose easily measurable quantitiesforthe state variables because
optimal control laws willrequire the feedbackofall state variables with
suitable weighting.
State vector. Ifn state variables areneededto completely describe the
behaviorofa given system, thenthese n statevariables can be considered
to be the n components ofa vectorx(t). Such a vector is called a state
vector. A state vector is thus a vectorwhich determines uniquely the
system state x(t) for any t> t0, once the inputu(t) for t> t0, is specified.
State space. The n-dimensional space whose coordinate axes consist of
the x1 axis, x2 axis, ..., x,~ axis is called a state space. Any state canbe
represented by apoint in the state space.
Controlvariable. The input(exogenous variable) to the system is designated as
the controlvariable u and represents the variable that canbe chosen by the
controllerto affect the movement ofthe state variables. In some stochastic
economic modelsthe control variable is assumed to be random innovations.
Output variable. Themeasured or output variable is designated asy and is
relatedto the state variables. Inthe model usedbelow, it is assumed that there is
no direct interaction betweenthe input and the output variables.
The state space representationofthe system usedin this papercanthenbe describedby a
triplet A, b, and c as in equations (1)and (2) below.1
=A X~+ b (1)
1 The system described is fully deterministic. Forthis paper we assume initially a single-inputsingle-
output (SISO) system which means that ouroutput and control variables are scalars, then use two control variables.
Stochastic errors can be assumed to entereitheradditively orin the coefficients.
5y1
= C~X~ (2)
Xis an nx1 vectorofstatevariables which describes the economy,2 A is an n x n matrix of
coefficients, u is a control variable (scalar),b is an n x 1 vector ofcoefficientswhen u is a scalar
or n x mifu is an m x 1 vector,y is the output variable (ofinterest), c is an nx1 vector of
coefficients. In a stochastic environmentwe assume that the measurementsofthe variables are
noisy and uncertain and the noise components areindependent, identical normally distributed
disturbances
The popularuse ofthe SS representation in economics treats disturbances as randomand
state variables as unobservable. The useofthe Kalmanfilter allows estimation ofstate variables
from observationofinput and output over time. Inthe physical sciences, thetraditional useof
the SS representation involves moreprecise mathematical models and knowledge ofthe state
variables, even if theyare unobservable. In otherwords, physical laws determinethe
relationships betweeen the statevariables ofthe system, whetherit is an electricalnetwork or a
chemical process. Inan economy, the relationships are not as easily defined, although a linear
stochastic framework is most oftenused.
In ourmodel the state variables are assumed to be knownalong with the measured or
2 The acceptedformat is a first order difference equation. Ifadditional lags ofparticular variables are
desired thenthe listofvariables is expanded appropriately by defining lagged values ofthese variables as X’s. It
can be shown that an ARMA representation canbe modeled by this first order difference equation model.
6output variable, and the control variable is assumed to be exogenously determinedby the policy
maker. Forforecasts, the projected values ofthe control variables areused, allowing the option
ofevaluating different policy regimes. We assume the economycan be represented by variables
measuring consumption, production, investment, employment, interest rate, and money. We also
include inventories which serves as a measure ofintertemporal transfers ofproduction. Net
exports are excludedforparsimony and because ofthemonthly volatilityofthe data.
The choice ofstate variables reflectpriors regardingthe interaction ofvarious
characteristics ofthe system. Linear approximationsoftheoretical relationships which hold in an
ordinal sensebut vary among agents in a cardinal sense, have been usedas mainstays in
economics. Werecognize, for example,that the aggregate “marginalpropensityto consume”
(MPC) maybe a fictional coefficient, comprised ofthe aggregate results ofmultiple agents’
consumption choices, but forthe purposes ofmonitoring the aggregate economy, the MPC is a
useful pedagogical and analyticaltool. To the extent that empirical estimates ofthis coefficient
leads to a relatively stable numberover time, there should be no need to be moreprecise. Ifthe
marginal propensityto consume varies among different types ofagents, then as the numberof
agents in particulargroups change, through changes in income distribution or demographics for
example, the aggregate marginal propensity to consume should change. The empirical evidence
in the U.S. suggeststhat this variable is relatively stable. For other linear relationships however,
heterogeneity ofagents which make up the composite and changes in the deep parameters which
affecttheir decisionmaking process suggeststhat stable linear relationships are too fictitious for
useful analysis.
7TimeVarying Parameters
There is a large and growing literature on estimating time-varying parameters. Empirical
tests have tended to verify that allowing for variation in parameters in models result in improved
forecastperformance. We will mention a fewhere. Stock and Watson(1996) address the issue
ofinstability in the relationbetween macroeconomic variables over time. Their study triesto find
out “how generic is instability in multivariate time series relations.” Using 76 monthly time
series, theyfirst assess the prevalence ofparameter instability in economic time series relations,
and use the sample to compute empirical distributions ofvarious testsofstructural stability.
Theirtests indicate that instability is widespread. Theirresults also suggest that in over halfthe
pairs ofvariables, the adaptive modelsperform better thanfixed-coefficient models, although the
gain is very small in most cases; and that the time varying parameterand recursive least squares
models aremore robust than fixed-coefficientmodels. They conclude that, ‘ifthe application (of
the model) is to forecasting, this instability provides an opportunity to improve on the forecasts
offixed-parameter models.’
Edlundand Sogaard (1993) compare thesuitability offixed versus time varying transfer
functions formodeling the relationship betweenleading economic indicators and business cycles
using Swedish data. Theylook forparameter stability overtime in transferfunctions, and
compare fixed-parameter transferfunction modelsto time-varying transferfunctionmodels.
Their results supportthe existenceofnon-stochastic variation in the relationshipbetween leading
indicators and business cycles. They further note that, ‘statespace formulationprovides the
appropriate formulation,when explicitly modeling embedded parametervariation.’
Wolff (1987) usesa varying-parameter estimation technique based on Kalmanfiltering to
8improve the forecasting performance ofa class ofmonetary exchange ratemodels. He finds that
the outofsample performance ofthese structural models areimprovedwhen time variation is
accounted for. This is consistent with his observationthat instability in money demand
functions, the Lucascritique, and factors leading to changes in the long-run realexchange rate
can cause variations in the parameters ofthe structural models. Swamy, Kennickelland Muehlen
(1990) compare forecastsofmoney demand from fixed and variable coefficient models and also
conclude that variable coefficient modelsare superior.
Thefinance literature also favors time-varyingparameter models in manycases. Chiang
and Kahl (1991), forexample, use a Kalmanfiltering technique to developa time-varying
coefficient model and use it to forecast the future spot treasury bill rates.
Quarterly Forecasts Using Monthly Forecasts
Macroeconomic dataare gathered at a relatively low sampling frequency. The highest
frequencythat National Income and Product Accounts dataare measured is quarterly.
Components ofthese dataare available atmonthly frequencies. Despite the higher noise in these
monthly data, we believe the dynamicsofthe economy is better reflected in higherfrequency
data.
Several researchershave addressed the useofhigh frequency datato forecastlower
frequency variables. Bharat Trehan (1992)uses contemporaneousmonthly dataon three
variables to predict quarterly realGDP. Hefirst makes monthly predictions forthe three
indicator variables by estimating a BayesianVAR, and usesthese to obtain current quarterreal
GDP forecast. Hefinds that real GDP forecasts are improvedwhen currentquarter (monthly)
9forecasts ofthe indicatorvariables are included.
Rathjens and Robins (1993) obtain one-step-ahead and multi-step-ahead real GNP
forecasts by using high frequency data. They show how to improvequarterly forecasts by using
within-quartervariations ofmonthly data. These gains areshown to diminish rapidly in when
going from one-step-ahead to multi-step-ahead forecasts. They constructIndustrial Production
models for forecasting real GNP growth by using dataon industrial production which is released
in monthly frequency. Klein and Park(1993) incorporate high-frequency updates ofquarterly
projections as newinformation arrives. They usetheirmodel to forecastthe period around the
GulfWar and find that their model/method produced an earlier predictionofthe 1990-91
recessionthan other forecasters did and also find little support forthe waras the cause ofthe
recession. The proliferationofhigh frequency dataand the timing ofreleases suggests that as
much information as canbe gleaned from newdatashould be usedto update forecasts in a timely
manner.
THE MODEL
The model is developed as a state spacerepresentation ofthe economyusing equations
(1) and (2)in the previous section. The fundamental assumptionin the model developed here is
that thereis a linear relationship betweenthe variables chosen as state vectors. Weassume that
currentperiod consumption, investment,industrial production, inventory, inventory-to-sales
ratio, employment, CPI,M2, and 3 month treasurybill rates arelinearly relatedto lastperiod
values ofall variables and the lastperiod values ofthe control variable(s), thefederal deficit
and/orthe Fed Funds rate. Because ofthe volatility ofthe monthly federal revenue and
10expenditure, we smooth the monthly deficit using the Hodrick-Prescott filter. We estimate 11
(12) linear equations ofthis form and use the coefficientsofeach equation as the row values of
the A matrix and b vector. Wethen assume that GDP (which we interpolate to get an equivalent
“monthly” value) is a linear combination ofthese variables and estimate the coefficientsofthis
relationship as the c vector. At the end ofthe “in-sample” period, we use the values obtained for
the A, b, c, triplet to project the futurevalues ofthe statevariables and the GDP. We estimate A,
and b using the RLS method and the OLSmethod and compute a RMSE forprojectionsofeach
variable for the last 60 periods in-sample and forthe nexttwelve months “out-of-sample”.
There aretwo primary differences betweenthe typical Kalmanfilter approachand the
method weuse in this forecasting model. The first is that the recursive leastsquares method is
usedto estimatethe parameters ofthetransition equation (i.e., A and b in equation 1) ratherthan
the statevariable X. The other is that the representation ofthe system includes an exogenous
control variable u ratherthanjust noise. We estimate n equationsofthe form:
x~= a1x1, 1+a~ +ax a~~11 +bu1
The a~ ‘s arethe entries ofthe MatrixA,and the b1 ‘s arethe entries ofthe b vector. We estimate
them using both OLS and RLS with the forgetting factor.
The “observation”equation expressesthe relationship betweenthe output variable of
GDP and the statevariables. GDP is an identity relating the measures ofconsumption,
investment, government spending, and net exports. Sincethe GDP identity is time invariant,we
assume that the OLS method is more appropriate for estimatingthe c vector. Estimation using
11the RLS showedhigher RMSE, confirming this.
We did not place structural restrictions onthe estimation based on theoryorintuition.
For example, we did not exclude M2 or the 3 monthtreasurybill rate from the estimation ofthe
relationship between the statevariables and GDP. Inpractice restrictions can be imposed where
deemed applicable. We did not extendthe model to incorporate additional lags ofany state
variables orthe controlvariable. Only a singleperiod lag was assumed in keeping with the
desire to make the model as parsimoniousas possible. We also did not develop an “Amatrix”
using the better ofOLS and RLS for a particularvariable. Nor did weeliminate coefficientsthat
were not statisticallysignificant in the OLS estimation. These adjustments might conceivably
improve the forecasting capability ofthe model.
RESULTS
The ex ante forecastsofquarterly GDP ofthis state space model using the RLS algorithm
compares favorably with those ofthe Fair Model, which is a structural model, and the median
Blue Chip forecastsofthe corresponding duration. TheRMSE comparisons ofRLS estimated
coefficients versus OLSestimated coefficients showedpromising results forthose variables
which are cyclical.
StateVariables:
Table 1 summarizes the RMSE for the out-of-sample forecast ofeach ofthe state
variables for threealternate assumptions forthe control variables, using both RLS with
exponential forgetting factorand OLS estimation ofthe model. The percentageroot mean square
12errors on these forecastswere compared to checkthe performanceofthe model using the two
estimation procedures. The case which had the lowest forecastRMSE is shown highlighted. As
theresults show, RLS performs better in the case of 8 out ofthe 13 variables. Ofparticular
interest are consumption, investment, industrial production, employment, and CPI. RLS
provides better forecasts forinvestment, industrial production, and employment, while OLS
performs better in the case ofthe other two variables. This is in line with ourexpectations,
because RLS does better where the variables exhibit variations and adaptability is an issue. As
figures in the appendix show, the threevariables forwhich RLS doesbetter show more cyclical
variations than consumption and CPI.
RLS does better forchanges in manufacturing inventories while OLS doesbetter for
changes in retail inventories. This is most likely due to the factthat manufacturing inventoryto
sales ratios have been declining sincetherecessionof 1982, whereas retail inventory-to-sales
ratios have not. Thus, time variation over the sample period is more evident in manufacturing
inventories.
GDP forecasts:
Forecasts ofthe output variable (GDP growthrates) are obtained using the forecasts for
the state variables, and parameterestimates forA and b matrices and cvector. Once again we
consider alternate estimating procedures. As Table 2 reveals, best RMSE3results are obtained
~The RMSEcomputations are based on the “monthly” GDP estimates. Later when we compare the results
to the Fair model and the Blue Chip forecasts we use thethird month ofthe quarter because the monthly data are
interpolated.
13whenwe considerRLS estimates forA and b, and OLS estimates for c.
This canbe explained once againby the role playedby variation and the necessity for
adaptation. While parameters in matrices A and b play a role in explaining therelationbetween
thestate variables, which aresubject to variations depending on the state ofthe economy,
parameters that entervector c, explain themore fundamental and stable relationship betweenthe
state variables and GDP.
Using one step ahead forecasts forA and b doesbetter as would be expected, since
updates aremade using the errors ofthe last period. Theperformance is better when we have
only Fed Funds as control. This could be because in this case, the deficit is included as one of
thestate variables and it also enters directlyinto GDP.
Comparison with Blue Chip and Fair model forecasts ofGDP growthrates
We compare the GDP forecasts for the four quarters of 1996 to the forecasts from the
structural model createdby Ray Fair and made available on the Internet and to the median
forecastsby the BlueChip forecasters. Blue Chip forecasts arereportedas year to year quarterly
ratesand forecasts from the Fair model arecomputed as annualizedquarterly growth. Tables 3,
4, and S show the forecasted quarterly growths for each scenarioat both an annual rate and a year
over year ratewith the equivalent actual value and the values forecasted by the Fair model
(2/29/96) and the median Blue Chip February 1996 forecasts. In general, the RLS model
performs onpar with both the Fair model and the equivalentmedian Blue Chip forecasts, with
theadvantage ofsimplicity.
When both the fed funds rate and the federal deficit areusedas control (exogenous)
variables, the SS model performs better than both. The one step ahead looks better thanthe Fair
14and Blue Chip forecasts, but this is not a valid comparison becausethe one step aheadmodel is
updatedwith actual values aftereach forecastperiod. The OLS model forecastperforms the
worstin predicting GDP. It predicts a falling GDP in eachscenario which puts itvery far from
the actual.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 show graphically the “monthly” GDP forecasted by eachscenario
and the equivalent“monthly” GDP generated by interpolation. These figures show that, for all
three scenarios, forecasts obtained using one-step-ahead RLS estimates provide the best
“trackingofthe actual annual monthly GDP growthrates. As shown in Table 2, the one step
ahead forecastusing the fed funds as control tracks the actual results best.
Summary and Conclusions
The most significant findingwas that the RLS with forgetting factor algorithmperformed
better with variables which were “obviously” cyclical ata business cycle frequency or were
obviously shifting over time as in the case ofmanufacturing inventory-to-sales ratio. Stock and
Watson (1996) conclude thatthere is instability in many macro variables. When the source of
instability is known, particularmethods appropriate to detecting and estimating thetime-
variation can be applied. Incases where the time variation is unknown but can be assumed to
occur slowly relativeto the sampling frequency, the useofthe RLS with exponentialforgetting
factor algorithm canimprove short runforecasting performance. Enhancements to the basic
model could include zero restrictions on some coefficients where intuitionorpreliminaryresults
indicate, and choice ofcoefficients based on the better ofOLS and RLS with forgetting in
predicting particular variables out-of-sample. Forexample, consumption demonstratedless
15cyclical variationthan say investmentand industrial production and therefore may be a candidate
for using the OLS estimated coefficients. Where parsimony is desired,a SS formulationusing
recursive least squares with exponential forgetting appearsto be adequate forshort-run
forecasting.
16Appendix
Recursive Least Squares with exponential forgetting:
Recursive Least Squares (RLS) estimation is a special caseofthe Kalman filter which
can be usedto avoidthe numerical difficulties ofmatrix inversion presentin ordinary least
squares (OLS) estimation. OLSis applied to the first k observations ofthe datasample to
determine a starting point forparameter estimates. Each additional observation is usedto update
coefficient estimatesrecursively, thus avoiding the need forfurther matrix inversion. With
proper choice ofthe initial conditions, the final estimator at theend ofthe sample period is equal
to the OLS estimator. Harvey (1993) summarizes the method. The RLS method with
exponential forgetting usedhere modifies the basic RLS updating algorithm to weigh new
information moreheavily. The method is appealing for cases where time-varying parameters are
suspected.
For an equation ofthe form
z(t) = pT(t) e (4)
where 1 is a vectorofmodel parameters and p(t) is a setofexplanatory variables, the usual
quadratic loss function is replaced by a discounted loss functionofthe form
V(e,r) =1/2 ~‘~i) -pT(i)e)2 (5)
where )~ is a numberless than orequal to one and is referredto as the forgetting factor.
The recursivealgorithm is givenby
17~(t) = ~(t-1) + K(t) (z(t) - pT(t) ~(t-1))
K(t) = P(t) p(t) = P(t—1) p(t) (AI+pT(r)P(t—1) p(t))1 (6)
P(r) = (I — K(t)pT(t)) P(r—1)/?~.
The essential feature ofthe algorithm is that t- 1 estimates of6’ are adjustedwith newinformation
by a transformationofthe error in predicting z using ~and current p’s. The adjustmentto the
error, K(t), is called the Kalmangain and is a functionofthe rate ofchange in the errors and is
weightedby the discount factor ?~. P(t) is the covariance matrix attime t. Both K(t) and the
moment matrix P(t) areupdated recursively. Inthe state space model ofequations (1) and (2),
z(t) is X~, p(t) is X~1 and )(t)is A(t), or p(t) can be [X~ , uj and )(t)would correspond to [A(t),
b(t)].
There are two primary differences between thetypical Kalmanfilter approachand the
method we use in this forecasting model. The first is that the recursive leastsquares method is
usedto estimate the parameters ofthe transition equation (i.e., A and b in equation 1) ratherthan
the state variable X. The other is that the representation ofthe system includesan exogenous
controlvariable u ratherthanjust noise.






We can estimate thetaby treating it as aprocess:
18= (a)
Y~= (b)
and thenuse the Kalman filter approachto get the leastsquares estimate oftheta recursively. In
this case equation (a) is the system equation, and equation (b) is the measurement equation (with










Chapter 3 in Aström and Wittenmark’s Adaptive Control discusses the method ofRecursive
Least Squares.
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Figure 1 Consumption: In-Sample and Out-ofSample ForecastUsing Fed Funds
and Federal Deficit as Control Variables
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Figure 4 Employment: In-Sample and Out-ofSample Forecast Using Fed Funds








Figure 5 Consumer Price Index - Urban: In-Sample and Out-of-SampleForecast
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Figure 73Month TreasuryBill Rate: In-Sample and Out-ofSample Forecast Using
Fed Funds and Federal Deficit as Control Variables
28Table 1: R.MSE of Out ofSample Forecastof StateVariables
Variable Fed Funds asControl Deficit asControl BothasControl
RLS OLS RLS OLS RLS OLS
Consumption 0.135 0.050 0.043 0.043 0,137 0.041
Investment 0.305 0.781 0,261 0.945 0.314 0.845
Industrial Production 0.110 0.642 0.111 0,664 0.117 0.620
Mfg.Inventories (Change) 534.9 2198.5 725.1 2275.5 525.2 2330.7
RetailInventories (Change) 119.0 85.6 111.9 87.1 118.2 85.3





Retailll5Ratio 1.376 2.411 1.871
Employment 0,0-45 0.127 0.058 •
CPI-Urban 0.095 0.105 .. 0.136
M2 0.266 0.152
3MthTBill 13.29 3.125 • 11.889 3.229 13.481 2.947
Fed Funds -- — 13.890 5.259 -- --
Fed Deficit 0.051 1.002 -- -- -- --
Table 2: RMSE ofOut ofSample GDP Forecast(1/96-12/96)
Fed Funds Deficit Both
OLS A,b, c 101.4 103.1 93.0
RLSA,b, OLS c 39.8 60.0 53.4
RLSA,b, one step ahead, OLS c 2&~3 64.8 64.8
29Table 3: Forecast ofQuarterly GDP with Fed Funds as Control
Fed Fundsas Control 1996:Q1 1996:Q2 1996:Q3 1996:Q4
Ann Rate Yr/Yr Ann Rate Yr/Yr Ann Rate Yr/Yr Ann Rate Yr/Yr
OLS 0.1 1.2 -0.1 1.0 -0.3 -0.0 -0.5 -0,2
RLS 1.3 1.5 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.3 1.8 1.7
RLS (OneStep Ahead) 2.4 1.8 3.1 2.4 1.6 1.8 1.5 2.1
Actual 2.0 1.7 4.7 2.7 2.0 2.2 3.8 3.2
Blue Chip (Feb. 1996) - 1.7 2.2 1.9 2.0








Figure 8 GDP Forecast: Fed Funds as Control
31Table 4: Forecast of Quarterly GDP with Federal Deficitas Control
FederalDeficit as Control Qi Q2 Q3 Q4
Ann Rate Yr/Yr Ann Rate Yr/Yr Ann Rate Yr/Yr Ann Rate Yr/Yr
OLS 0.5 1.3 0.0 1.1 -0.2 0.1 -0.5 -0.1
RLS 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.9 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.6
RLS (OneStep Ahead) 3.3 2.0 4.3 2.9 2.9 2.6 3.4 3.4
Actual 2.0 1.7 4.7 2.7 2.0 2.2 3.8 3.2
Blue Chip (Feb. 1996) - 1.7 2.2 1.9 2.0












Figure9 1996 GDP Forecast withFederal Deficit as ControlVariable
33Table 5: ForecastofQuarterly GDP with Fed Funds and Federal Deficit as Control
Fed Funds and FederalDeficit Qi Q2 Q3 Q4
Ann Rate Yr/Yr Ann Rate Yr/Yr Ann Rate Yr/Yr Ann Rate Yr/Yr
OLS 0.5 1.3 0.4 1.2 0.1 0.3 -0.0 0.2
RLS 2.0 1.7 2.2 2.1 2.0 1.6 4.1 2.5
RLS (OneStep Ahead) 3.3 2.0 4.3 2.9 2.9 2.6 3.4 3.4
Actual 2.0 1.7 4.7 2.7 2.0 2.2 3.8 3.2
Blue Chip (Feb. 1996) - 1.7 2.2 1.9 2.0
Fair Model 2.7 - 2.8 2.3 2.3
340.01
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